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LUMISPHERE™ Small Harness Festoon Systems

Multi-Light, Multi-LED & ECO LED Systems

17mm Dia

The Lumisphere™ Multi-light, Multi-LED and EcO LED Systems are
designed for where a smaller more discrete harness is required,
ideal for the illumination of young to medium size trees and building
profiles. They are high quality fully weatherproof systems (IP68)
comprising a flat twin HPN insulated cable with moulded light units
attached at pre determined centres, providing a flexible lighting for a
variety of decorative purposes. The Systems are particularly unobtrusive when not in use.

37mm

ADVANTAGES

LuMISPHErE POWEr SOurcES
There is an extensive range of Lumisphere™ weatherproof
transformers and LED driver units to provide a correctly matched
power source to match the number of lights ensuring exceptionally
long lamp life.

GLOBE OPTION

APPLIcATIONS

Round diameter, clear polycarbonate
covers available for all Low Profile
Festoon Systems.

coastal Promenade, Medium to young Trees, Street and Building
Decorations Signs, Theme Parks, Pub and restaurant Gardens,
Swimming Pool Areas etc

Electrical, Safety & Flammability Specifications
Lampholder:

Black UV stabilised Nylon 66

Lamp cover:

Dome shape UV Stabilised polycarbonate moulding, screw fit with a silicone rubber gasket. Colours available,

Cable:

Flat twin Black UV stabilised UL Style name: HPN UL File No. E94325 Heat resistance: 105 deg. C Voltage

Rating:

600V Insulating material: NEOPRENE HYPALON with 1.25mm² copper stranded conductors

Conformity:

Lumisphere™ Multilight system has been tested by BSI and found to comply with the relevant sections of

Clear, Red, Blue, Green and Amber.

BS EN 60598-2-2 1992 BS EN 60598-1 1003 for the classification IP68 dust/watertight – protected against submersion.

Multi-Light
Specifications
Lamps

12V - Wedge base 3W
Xenon,
12,000 hour average life
24V - Wedge base 3W
Incandescent,
8,000 hour average life

Env Protection

IP 68

MuLTI-LIGHT SySTEM
A high quality, fully weatherproof system comprising of a flat twin HPN insulated cable on which moulded light units are attached at predetermined centres providing flexible lighting for a variety of decorative purposes. The lights operate at extra low voltage for safety and
efficiency. The system is particularly un-obtrusive when not in use. The extensive range of Lumisphere™ weatherproof transformers which
provide the power source enable the power to be correctly matched to the number of lights ensuring exceptionally long lamp life.
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LUMISPHERE™ Small Harness Festoon Systems

Multi-Led System

Specifications
Supply

12VDC SELV (nominal)

Light-Source

Twin solid state LED
emitters on gold plated
heavy duty PCB to fit
wedge base lampholder

Env. Prot

IP68

GLOBE OPTION
Round diameter, clear polycarbonate
covers available for all Low Profile
Festoon Systems.

MuLTI-LED SySTEM
A high quality fully weatherproof (IP68) system comprising a flat twin HPN insulated
cable, on which moulded light units are attached at predetermined centres, providing
flexible linear lighting for a variety of decorative purposes. The light source in each unit is
composed of highly efficient solid state LED on a specially developed gold plated PcB
forming a complete wedge base light module to plug into the lampholder assembly. The
high intensity emitters are specially selected and surface treated to give a maximum
viewing angle. The light modules operate at extra low voltage for safety and efficiency,
each light unit consuming approximately 0.2W at a maximum of 12V.
LEDs are monochromatic and do not require coloured globes or filters.

ECO LED Systems

Specifications
Supply

12VDC SELV

Light source

Twin chip LED
-0.2watts

Env. Prot

IP68

EcO LED
These units are designed to operate at low temperature and drive currents to ensure maximum performance characteristics with a calculated
average 50,000 hour life subject to correct operating conditions.
The EcO LED light modules have been specially designed to plug into the Lumisphere™ Multilight lampholders which are protected by a screw
on polycarbonate clear cover to IP68. .
Lumisphere™ constant Voltage Dc drivers units are available for both external and internal use to match the design load of the system.
The Lumisphere EcO LED system is designed to provide a cost effective, highly efficient LED lighting system for decorative lighting applications.
The quality of the light and saturation of available colour makes the product ideally suited to trees, high profile buildings and structures.
Particularly suited to use in applications where low running costs, low maintenance levels and reduced electrical loads are required.

SALES: +44 (0)1245 329999

sales@lumisphere.co.uk
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LUMISPHERE™ Bespoke Products
Incorporating the Lumisphere™ patented systems, bespoke products
specifically designed for unique durable lighting solutions.

Anodised lampholder Complete with Lumisphere™ light
unit, the anodised Lampholder offers the choice of a
suspension system or method of fixing to rigid poles.

Tree Lantern Utilising 2 Orbical 360/8 LED light units housed
in marine grade lantern and suspended with marine grade
stainless steel wire . IP68 lighting system

Lumisphere™ Carnival
LED system in premium
colours with WHITE G
Type Polycarbonate
Globe producing a
vibrant colour scheme
combined with the UV
stabilised White
Lampholder and Cable

SALES: +44 (0)1245 329999

sales@lumisphere.co.uk
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EFFECTIVE
SOLUTIONS

DESIGN OR TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

DECORATIVE FESTOON
LIGHTING SYSTEMS

We continue to pioneer
and develop new cost
effective solutions,
offering a variety of light
sources from xenon to
the latest in LED
technology that can
even be retro-fitted into
existing Lumisphere™
systems.

The Lumisphere team is on hand to
offer design or technical assistance
while you navigate some brief
examples of our installations and
products within this site. Please also
see our catalogue section for more
technical details of our systems and
products as well as downloadable
publications.

The Lumisphere patented low
voltage decorative festoon lighting
systems have been providing safe,
multipurpose energy saving
systems in marine, retail, leisure,
theatre, tourism and naval
environments in the UK, USA,
Europe, Middle East and Australia
for more than 25 years.

HEAD OFFICE:

Lumisphere Products Ltd
Red House
Rosedale Abbey
Pickering
North Yorkshire YO18 8SE
Tel: +44 (0)1751 411942
Fax: +44 (0)1751 417616
Email: accounts@lumisphere.co.uk

SALES AND TECHNICAL:
Lumisphere Products Ltd
Enterprise House
Priory Road
Freiston
Lincs PE22 0JZ

www.lumisphere.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1245 329999
Fax: +44 (0)1245 322600
Email: sales@lumisphere.co.uk

